During plant growth, dividing cells in meristems must coordinate transitions from division to expansion and differentiation, thus generating three distinct developmental zones: the meristem, elongation zone and differentiation zone 1 . Simultaneously, plants display tropisms, rapid adjustments of their direction of growth to adapt to environmental conditions. It is unclear how stable zonation is maintained during transient adjustments in growth direction. In Arabidopsis roots, many aspects of zonation are controlled by the phytohormone auxin and auxin-induced PLETHORA (PLT) transcription factors, both of which display a graded distribution with a maximum near the root tip [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . In addition, auxin is also pivotal for tropic responses 13, 14 . Here, using an iterative experimental and computational approach, we show how an interplay between auxin and PLTs controls zonation and gravitropism. We find that the PLT gradient is not a direct, proportionate readout of the auxin gradient. Rather, prolonged high auxin levels generate a narrow PLT transcription domain from which a gradient of PLT protein is subsequently generated through slow growth dilution and cell-to-cell movement. The resulting PLT levels define the location of developmental zones. In addition to slowly promoting PLT transcription, auxin also rapidly influences division, expansion and differentiation rates. We demonstrate how this specific regulatory design in which auxin cooperates with PLTs through different mechanisms and on different timescales enables both the fast tropic environmental responses and stable zonation dynamics necessary for coordinated cell differentiation.
During plant growth, dividing cells in meristems must coordinate transitions from division to expansion and differentiation, thus generating three distinct developmental zones: the meristem, elongation zone and differentiation zone 1 . Simultaneously, plants display tropisms, rapid adjustments of their direction of growth to adapt to environmental conditions. It is unclear how stable zonation is maintained during transient adjustments in growth direction. In Arabidopsis roots, many aspects of zonation are controlled by the phytohormone auxin and auxin-induced PLETHORA (PLT) transcription factors, both of which display a graded distribution with a maximum near the root tip [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . In addition, auxin is also pivotal for tropic responses 13, 14 . Here, using an iterative experimental and computational approach, we show how an interplay between auxin and PLTs controls zonation and gravitropism. We find that the PLT gradient is not a direct, proportionate readout of the auxin gradient. Rather, prolonged high auxin levels generate a narrow PLT transcription domain from which a gradient of PLT protein is subsequently generated through slow growth dilution and cell-to-cell movement. The resulting PLT levels define the location of developmental zones. In addition to slowly promoting PLT transcription, auxin also rapidly influences division, expansion and differentiation rates. We demonstrate how this specific regulatory design in which auxin cooperates with PLTs through different mechanisms and on different timescales enables both the fast tropic environmental responses and stable zonation dynamics necessary for coordinated cell differentiation.
We have previously shown that four PLT transcription factors with graded distribution (PLT1, PLT2, PLT3 and BBM (also known as PLT4)) are necessary for stem cell maintenance and cell division in the root 8, 9 . Furthermore, correlation of PLT protein levels with the developmental transitions that define root zonation (Fig. 1a) suggests a dosage-dependent control by PLTs 9 . However, two issues remain unresolved. First, the precise relationship between PLT dosage and the location and size of the stem cell domain has not been established. Therefore, we investigated whether different PLT levels mediate the distinction between slowly dividing stem cells and fast dividing transit amplifying cells. The addition of extra copies of PLT2 led to an enlarged meristem and shootward shift of the high-division-rate domain (Fig. 1b, c and Extended Data Fig. 1a, b) , indicating that the highest dose of PLT2 slows down division rates as observed in the stem cell niche, while medium levels trigger high division rates shootward from the stem cell region.
Second, it remained to be established whether, similar to stem cell factors in the animal kingdom, PLT transcription factors repress differentiation. In that case, expression of PLT2 in one cell type should be sufficient to block differentiation locally while allowing differentiation of other cell types. To test this, we induced yellow fluorescent protein (YFP)-tagged PLT2 using either a protoxylem and the associated pericycle-specific promoter pAHP6 (ref. 15) or an epidermal/lateral root cap promoter pWER 16 . pAHP6:XVE?PLT2-YFP induction inhibited protoxylem differentiation and caused local ectopic cell proliferation while root hair differentiation proceeded normally. Reciprocally, pWER:XVE?PLT2-YFP induction triggered local inhibition of root hair differentiation and ectopic cell division while protoxylem differentiation proceeded normally ( Fig. 1d and Extended Data Fig. 1c) . Furthermore, induction of PLT2 inhibited cell expansion, which is generally considered to be an early step in cell differentiation. The speed at which PLTs control expansion suggests that the decline in PLT levels along the gradient determines the transition to differentiation (Supplementary Notes and Extended Data Fig. 1d, e ). Finally, we tested whether this differentiation threshold was imposed also by physiologically relevant PLT concentrations. Reduction of PLT2 by inducible RNA interference (RNAi) in the plt1,3,4 mutant, which solely depends on PLT2 to form functional meristems 9 , indeed triggered meristem cell expansion and differentiation (Extended Data Fig. 1f ). Taken together, our results show that the PLT protein gradient shape defines the location of at least two boundaries: the boundary between slowly and rapidly cycling cells, and the shootward boundary of the meristem. PLT gradients have been considered to be generated at the transcriptional level, based on the similarity of transcriptional and translational PLT-fluorescent protein fusion gradients 9 . PLT transcription requires auxin response factors (ARFs) 8, 12 , and since auxin is also present in a graded pattern 4, 5 , it was postulated that the PLT gradient may be a readout of the auxin gradient. To study in detail how PLT protein gradients are defined, we first investigated the timescale and levels at which PLT expression is controlled by auxin. Prolonged auxin (indole acetic acid (IAA)) treatment rapidly induced the auxin response marker DR5:GFP 17 , especially when combined with the auxin transport inhibitor, 1-Nnaphthylphthalamic acid (NPA), but the expression domain of PLTs failed to expand rapidly (Fig. 2a, b and Extended Data Fig. 2a-c) . Only after prolonged IAA plus NPA treatment (24-72 h) did expression of PLT-YFPs and the quiescent centre stem cell organizer marker pWOX5: GFP shift shootward, mostly in the meristematic ground tissue (Fig. 2b and Extended Data Fig. 2a-c) . This was associated with morphological changes, suggesting that the new PLT expression domain correlated with cell fate changes similar to those described for prolonged NPA treatment 3 . Our experiments thus indicated that PLT induction requires prolonged high auxin levels. To test the implications of these findings, we developed a simulation model of root zonation. The model incorporates a description of root tissue architecture, a generalized PLT-ARF gene regulatory network, root PIN-FORMED (PIN) protein patterns governing auxin transport, and cell growth, division, expansion and differentiation. The resulting model ('initial' model; see Supplementary Notes, Supplementary Methods and Extended Data Fig. 3 ) predicts a PLT gradient with shorter range due to its dependence on high auxin levels, in disagreement with experimental observations (Fig. 2c , Supplementary Video 1 and Extended Data Fig. 4) . Moreover, aux1,ein2,gnom triple mutants, which display a more shallow auxin gradient along the root tip as inferred from direct auxin and auxin response measurements 18 , nevertheless possess a normal range PLT2-YFP gradient (Extended Data  Fig. 2d ). Together, this demonstrates that the PLT protein gradient is not a direct readout of the auxin gradient.
We investigated how the experimentally observed long PLT protein gradient could arise despite the narrow, non-graded expression domain predicted by our model. One potential explanation emerged when we noticed that PLT2-YFP expression in pAHP6:XVE?PLT2-YFP lines did not only appear in the narrow AHP6 transcription domain (erGFP (where erGFP is a variant of GFP localized to the endoplasmic reticulum) in Fig. 3a ), but also in the neighbouring cells (PLT2-YFP in Fig. 3a) , suggesting that the protein might influence gradient shape by acting as a mobile plant transcription factor (for a review of this topic, see ref. 19) . To ascertain this, we introduced red fluorescent protein (RFP)-tagged PLT2 into a clonal activation system 20 and generated small clones of PLT2-RFP-expressing cells in the meristem. After induction, PLT2-RFP not only resided in clones (marked with green fluorescence) but also in 1-2 cells surrounding the clones (Fig. 3b) . When the clones entered the elongation zone, the cells in the clone and the adjacent PLT2-RFP cells remained meristematic and failed to expand (n 5 7), while cells shootward and rootward from the clone ceased cell division and expanded (Extended Data Fig. 5a -e and Fig. 3b ). These data demonstrate that either PLT2 protein or PLT2 transcript moves to the adjacent cells, yielding translocated functional PLT2-RFP. In addition, the clonal data demonstrate that the inhibition of cell expansion is not the result of a community effect, in which cells in a larger longitudinal region collectively determine whether to expand, but an effect of local PLT levels within the cell file. Fusion of three copies of YFP to PLT2 significantly constrained intercellular movement (Fig. 3a) , and when PLT2-33YFP was expressed under the PLT2 promoter it complemented the stem cell defect of plt1,2, but led to a shorter meristem than when PLT2-YFP was used, indicating that PLT cell-to-cell movement contributes to meristem size (Supplementary Notes and Extended Data Fig. 5f-h) .
We next performed simulations to analyse how cell-to-cell movement contributed to the PLT gradient. We first simulated PLT movement in the absence of growth and found that, for effective movement, PLT proteins needed to have slow turnover dynamics (Fig. 3c , simulated halflife of ,16 h; see Supplementary Notes and Supplementary Methods). Next, we reinstated root growth. Interestingly, the model predicted that slow PLT turnover in itself substantially contributes to the spread of PLT protein through growth dilution (Fig. 3d) .
These new data and previous findings 21 about a regulator of PLT stability highlight a role for protein stability in gradient formation. The previously reported similarity between translational and transcriptional reporter fusion gradients 9 may therefore rather be explained by similar stability of the PLT proteins fused to fluorescence reporters or reporters on their own. To test the influence of protein stability on gradient formation, we used stable and labile proteins fused to the YFP reporter. Histone 2B (H2B), a component of nucleosomes, was used as a stabilizing protein tag, while CYCB1;1, which is degraded from anaphase to S phase 22 in rapidly dividing meristem cells, was employed as a labile protein tag. When driven by the PLT2 promoter, H2B-YFP displayed fluorescence well into the differentiation zone with a shallow gradient, whereas CYCB1;1-YFP was only present in a punctuate pattern close to the stem cell niche (Fig. 3e ). Our data imply that PLT genes are transcribed proximal to the stem cell niche, in line with our model predictions, and that retention of PLT proteins in more shootward cells depends critically on their stability. By crossing pPLT2:CYCB1;1-RFP with pPLT2:PLT2-YFP, we estimated that the PLT2 transcription domain encompasses approximately one-third of the visible PLT2 protein gradient (Fig. 3f) . A subset of the cells in the remaining two-thirds of the PLT2 
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gradient underwent mitosis, indicating that cells containing PLT2 protein but not transcribing PLT2 themselves are still capable of dividing (Supplementary Notes and Extended Data Fig. 5i ). Our modelling predicted that besides cell-to-cell movement, growth dilution of PLT2 by cell division also has a role in the formation of the gradient. To test this, we blocked cell division using IAA (Supplementary Notes), hydroxyurea (HU) 23 or by removing the shoot 4 in pPLT2:CYCB1;1-RFP 3 pPLT2: PLT2-33YFP double reporter lines. We discovered that while the PLT2 transcription domain remained essentially unaltered, the domain only containing PLT2-33YFP protein was reduced (Fig. 3g, h ), confirming a role for growth dilution in gradient formation.
In our simulation model, the incorporation of both root growth and PLT intercellular movement with realistic parameter values was necessary to generate a smooth PLT gradient capable of dosage-dependent control of root zonation similar to our experimental observations ( Fig. 4a and Supplementary Video 2). Interestingly, a similar gradient-forming mechanism functions in vertebrate axial patterning. There, polarized growth creates a gradient of stable FGF8 messenger RNA, with diffusionmediated spread of the FGF8 protein smoothing and further extending the protein gradient 24 , and FGF8 itself controlling the growth process 25 . This regulatory architecture, in which growth controls gradient formation and gradient formation controls growth, has been suggested as a robust means to coordinate growth and patterning in polar growing tissues 26 , possibly explaining why it evolved independently in both plants and animals.
Previous studies have suggested roles for auxin in cell division, expansion and differentiation. However, the role of auxin in these processes could only be indirect, through regulation of PLT levels. To test 
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this hypothesis, we next investigated whether there is also a direct role for auxin in controlling root zonation dynamics. To focus on direct effects of auxin, we considered short timescales insufficient to lead to changes in PLT expression. Auxin addition, application of the auxin antagonist auxinole 27 , and inhibition of auxin signalling by inducing the stable ARF-signalling repressor axr3-1 (ref. 28 ) experiments all confirmed that auxin rapidly regulates all zonation processes. Cell division and expansion rates depended on optimum auxin levels, with different thresholds, whereas differentiation required a minimum level of auxin (see Supplementary Notes, Supplementary Videos 3, 4 and Extended Data Figs 6 and 7). Our computational model could readily be extended with these auxin-dependent rates ('auxin model'), reproducing both normal zonation and the experiments described earlier (see Supplementary Notes, Supplementary Methods and Extended Data Fig. 8) .
Thus, our study uncovered a regulatory architecture in which auxin: (1) rapidly influences rates of developmental processes within zones without directly affecting PLT levels (minutes to hours timescale); and (2) influences the size and location of differentiation zones slowly through regulating PLT transcription (timescale of days). A subtle coupling between these processes occurs because auxin influences PLT growth dilution through division and expansion rates (timescale of hours) and hence the location of the division and expansion thresholds (Extended Data Figs 2c, 6a, 8c, Supplementary Notes and Supplementary Methods). The coexistence of slow, PLT-mediated and rapid, direct auxin effects on zonation made us wonder why such an elaborate control system has evolved. To investigate this, we analysed gravitropism, an auxin-mediated process operating at a faster timescale than the generation of the PLT gradient. Gravity stimuli drive PIN protein reorientation-mediated asymmetric auxin accumulation on the lower side of the root within 5 min (refs 13, 14) , causing inhibition of cell expansion, and bending of the root towards the new gravity vector within 6 h (refs 13, 14) (Fig. 4c) . When PIN protein reorientation caused by alternating gravitropic stimuli was simulated in our model ('gravitropism model', Fig. 4b ), elevated auxin levels alternated from left to right in the root and induced the differential expansion that drives root bending, while PLT levels stayed constant (Fig. 4b, Supplementary Video 5 and Extended Data Fig. 9a-d) .
The predicted constant PLT levels were confirmed experimentally (Fig. 4c) . Thus, this regulatory design allows for a partial separation of timescales that enables rapid auxin-mediated tropic responses, essential for sessile plants to respond to environmental challenges, while maintaining stable PLT-mediated developmental zonation (Extended Data  Fig. 10a-c and Supplementary Discussion). If, in contrast, as was previously thought, PLT expression were a relatively direct and proportionate readout of auxin levels, both auxin and PLT patterns would fluctuate under tropisms, resulting in variable zonation patterns and loss of coordinated differentiation (Extended Data Fig. 10d , e and Supplementary Discussion).
We uncover the auxin-PLT network as a core module on which other factors, such as other phytohormones (for a review, see ref. 29) , can act to regulate growth. Our study prompts two directions for future exploration. First, recently uncovered positive feedbacks from PLT back to auxin biosynthesis and transport 9,10,30 do not notably affect the behaviour of our model (Extended Data Fig. 9e-g ). We speculate that these feedbacks may have a role only during the generation of new primordia, when robust, localized auxin and PLT maxima need to be established. Second, the dominant role of PLT gradients in controlling zonation dynamics challenges the role of an auxin gradient as a dose-dependent instructive signal. Indeed, recent studies suggest that the auxin profile may not be a simple gradient 6, 11 . While our results support a role for auxin levels in zonation, they leave undecided whether a specific gradient-shaped auxin distribution is required.
Online Content Methods, along with any additional Extended Data display items and Source Data, are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to these sections appear only in the online paper. a, b, The domain of frequent cell division, monitored by cell cycle marker CYCB1;1-GFP in Fig. 1b , c, shifts shootward with increased PLT2 dosage (that is, homozygote pPLT2:PLT2-YFP in Col background). Histogram in a shows the distribution of the CYCB1;1-GFP-positive cells along the meristem at a given distance from the quiescent centre. x axis indicates the distance from the quiescent centre as number of cortical cells, and y axis label 'GFP density' refers to the proportion of CYCB1;1-GFP-containing cells at the given distance from the quiescent centre. Shootward shift of the distance of the cell division events in the presence of increased PLT2 (green histogram) dosage compared to wildtype (red histogram) is significant (t-test for mean P = 0.001, Wilcoxon test for median P = 0.001, Kolmogorov-Smirnov for difference of distributions P = 0.001). b, Histogram presenting rescaled data to show that the distribution of the high cell division domain shifted shootward when PLT2 dosage was increased. A null hypothesis was that shootward shift is due to higher dispersion of the distribution observed under increased PLT2 dosage. To test this hypothesis, the control CYCB1;1-GFP data were rescaled to match the maximum values of PLT2 data. The null hypothesis was rejected (t-test indicates the region in meristem that is absent of DR5:erGFP fluorescence after IAA treatment but is filled with fluorescence after NPA plus IAA treatment (Fig. 2a) . Observed phenotypes/number of roots analysed are indicated in the right bottom corners. c, Twenty-four hours of NPA plus IAA treatment fails to expand the PLT2-YFP gradient shootward. In fact, the treatment leads to transient shortening of the PLT2-YFP gradient, probably due to inhibition of growth dilution of PLT2-YFP in the meristematic cells (see Fig. 3g , h). P = 0.001, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test; error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. n 5 20 (dimethylsulphoxide (DMSO)) and 23 (NPA plus IAA). d, Graded pPLT2:PLT2-YFP expression despite shallow auxin gradient in aux1,ein2,gnom; representative image from three independent lines. Scale bars, 50 mm.
Extended Data Figure 3 | Composition of the zonation model. a, Overview of the initial, PLT-spread, auxin and closed feedback models. Relationships between model variables (grid-based auxin levels, cell-based PIN and PLT levels), growth processes (stem cell maintenance, division, expansion and differentiation), PIN-mediated auxin transport, cell-to-cell PLT movement and their emerging consequences for auxin and PLT levels are shown, with different colours indicating from which model onward they are incorporated (models are in order of increasing complexity). Variables are indicated in rectangles, processes are indicated in ovals. A distinction is made between cell-level and tissue-level processes. Direct regulatory interactions are indicated with arrows, and a distinction is made between fast to intermediate speed versus slow interactions, and between the levels of the 'input' variable needed for a particular process to occur. Emergent feedbacks, with processes influencing variable levels other than through a direct regulatory effect (for example, growth spreading PLT and hence influencing its levels) are indicated as dashed arrows. b, Spatially explicit overview of the interplay between the variables and processes and how these generate the auxin and PLT gradients and control root zonation dynamics in the auxin model. Stem cells and slow division (STEM), fast division (DIV), expansion (EXP) and differentiation (DIF) processes are indicated in black if the local auxin and PLT levels permit these processes, and in grey if the local auxin and PLT levels prevent these processes from occurring. Similarly, black arrows indicate that local auxin or PLT levels cause promotion or repression of a process, grey arrows indicate that auxin or PLT in principle has a particular effect on a process but that local levels do not allow for this effect to occur. Blue arrows indicate transcriptional effects. showing that the clone has divided once while being in the expansion zone (arrowheads mark two clonal cells), and that PLT2-RFP-expressing cells do not expand, whereas cells produced before and after generation of the clone have expanded. d, Auxin response sensor DR5:nYFP (yellow nuclear fluorescence) 31 is not elevated in the PLT2-RFP cells (white arrowheads) but shows normal response in vasculature (white arrows). e, Anti-auxin, a-(phenylethyl-2-oxo)-IAA (PEO-IAA) inhibits root hair formation, but fails to promote cell expansion in the PLT2-RFP clones. A PLT2-RFP clone exiting the meristem (0 h) and travelling through the elongation zone towards the differentiation zone. PEO-IAA (30 mM) was applied to the medium 2 h after taking the first (0 h) image. Then images were taken 2.5 h, 4 h, 6 h and 20 h after PEO-IAA application. Note: root hair production is inhibited after PEO-IAA application. Inset, magnification of the marked area in the 0 h image, showing the clone (marked with green fluorescence) and that PLT2-RFP (red nuclear fluorescence) is present both in the clone and the surrounding cells. f, PLT2-33YFP shows reduced expression in the stele. g, h, The movementdeficient version, PLT2-33YFP, complements the plt1,2 mutant, although the meristem is shorter than when PLT2-YFP is used. Seedlings were 7 days old; arrowheads, MZ boundary. ) and mitotic events (below the x axis) of two roots over time (min). IAA (30 nM) was applied at t 5 0. g, h, To measure the duration of the differentiation process, individual cells were followed as they left the meristem, expanded and entered the differentiation zone. g, Tracking of a GFP clone 20 consisting of four cells. Arrows highlight a cell just entering the expansion zone in the first panel and in the last panel the same cell entering the differentiation zone. For this particular cell it took approximately 6 h 45 min to travel through the expansion zone. Six clones located in six roots were followed through the expansion zone, and it took 6-8 h for these clones to travel through the expansion zone. h, Snapshots from a video recording the growth of wild-type root in the presence of 30 nM IAA. The cells entering the expansion zone (arrows in left panel) were traced in the video to record the time it takes to enter the differentiation zone (arrows in the right panel). For the marked cell it took approximately 7 h 10 min to travel through the expansion zone. Tracking of cells through the expansion zone was carried out for nine cells located in three different roots, and it took 6-8 h for these cells to travel through the expansion zone. 
Extended Data Figure 9 | Simulation of zonation under a dynamic gravistimulus protocol and in the closed feedback model. a, Left, 12 h period in which leftward, apolar and rightward columella PIN orientations are interchanged to simulate dynamic gravitropism. Right, schematic depiction of the used leftward, apolar and rightward columella PIN orientations. b, Root zonation dynamics for the gravitropism model. Snapshots of auxin, PLT transcription, PLT protein, expansion rate and resulting zonation dynamics are shown for t 5 3.5 h when PIN orientation is leftward (left), at t 5 5.5 h when PIN orientation is apolar (middle) and at t 5 9.5 h when PIN orientation is rightward (right). c, Root zonation dynamics for the simplified gravitropism model. In the simplified gravitropism model, cellular division and differentiation rates are again constant (as in the minimal model) rather than ARF level dependent (as in the auxin and normal gravitropism models). Only expansion rates are ARF level dependent, such that they decrease from their maximum value for higher than optimal ARF levels. Similar snapshots as in b are shown. d, Dynamics of left-right differences in auxin, differentiation level and PLT protein distribution in the simplified gravitropism model.
e-g, Simulations with positive feedbacks from PLT back to auxin biosynthesis and transport. e, Zonation dynamics under standard growth conditions. In addition to the panels shown for other model versions, gene expression patterns of the genes dependent on PLT levels are shown. PINtot refers to total cellular PIN levels, PINmem to membrane PIN levels, SE to a general auxin synthesizing enzyme and DE to a general auxin degrading enzyme. Note that membrane PIN levels are a product of cellular PIN protein levels and the superimposed cell type and zone dependent membrane PIN pattern (which determines the locations and ratios of PINs deposited on the different membrane faces of the cell). f, Zonation dynamics after 24 h of high auxin application. g, Zonation dynamics under dynamic gravitropic stimulation. For comparison purposes arrows indicating the location of the transitions from MZ to EZ (bottom arrow) and from EZ to DZ (top arrow) as found in the PLTspread model are shown. For the gravitropism simulation (g) the EZ to DZ transitions at both the lower (middle arrow) and upper (top arrow) side of the root are shown.
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